
Dear delegates, 

 

Please send the Social Cultural Programmes 

Confirmation Sheet to socialculture2019@163.com 

after you transfer the money. We will confirm with as 

soon as we receive the money. 

 

Thank you! 

  



 

Farewell Dinner 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

The restaurant is located near the Bund, the most famous icon of Shanghai. It gives 

you an amazing view of the Bund, the sunset and the nightscape. Delicious local 

Chinese foods will be served. This will be an unforgettable memory in your trip in 

Shanghai. 

 

 

Transportations are included in the fee. 

 

Please note: 

 Please indicate the name of the delegate when you transfer the money. 

 All the bank transfer fees need to be afforded on the delegate’s side. 

 

BANK ACCOUNT: 

Bank Account Name：SHANGHAI JETTOUR CO.,LTD 

Bank Name/Branch Name：BANK OF CHINA SHANGHAI BRANCH  

Bank Address: NO 69 Liu He Road,Shanghai 

Account No.：446861758332 

Swift Code: BKCHCNBJ300 

 

 

If you have any questions about the social and cultural programs, please contact us via  

socialculture2019@163.com 

 

 

  

Time Location Fees/EUR 

18:30-21:30 

July 11 
Near the Bund 

Band A 

55 Euro 

Band B 

35 Euro 

https://wx.qq.com/cgi-bin/mmwebwx-bin/webwxcheckurl?requrl=http%3A%2F%2Fsocialculture2019%40163.com&skey=%40crypt_cf7950fe_b3276db86382e93e36dec998ce03af8b&deviceid=e996060880853307&pass_ticket=uQEovKmfgWuAdpplw%252B2BEyYq%252FkF7UL3I2mdfJbtett0wu7LkOVGTDyuGyEef7rBl&opcode=2&scene=1&username=@3998bdd30826eff2e0bea2fc2eca67c0fe9676765b882a82324c90f2b8f57caa


Trip One 

Museum& Theatre-Explore the Essence of Shanghai / 

Chinese Culture 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

Culture is new business cards in Shanghai. The place where Chinese and Western 

culture meets has both the cultural heritage of China's millennium and the modern 

Shanghai culture. This cultural exploration is based on the Shanghai Museum、

Shanghai Urban Planning Museum、Shanghai Grand Theatre、Shanghai Style Street 

and the theme of “CHANGE”. Let you know the mysterious face of Shanghai. Among 

them, you can see "Da Keding"、"Western Zhou Jinhou Su Zhong"、"Warring States 

Shangyu Fangsheng" and "Gao Yi Tu". Let you be full of praise and sigh.In Shanghai 

City Planning Exhibition Hall, you can see the vicissitudes of Shanghai's century-old 

city. From small fishing villages to opening trade ports, from the shipyards of the 

Westernization Movement to the world's top city today, the craftsmanship has 

changed, and the large rural area of Shanghai Pudong has become the financial capital 

of today's world. Walking along the City Planning Museum to the Shanghai Grand 

Theatre and experience the urban atmosphere of Shanghai. Designed by French 

designer Xia Bang Jie and Huadong Architectural Design Institute, The Grand Theatre 

is a unique cultural trait in Shanghai. If you have time, you can also go shopping and 

sightseeing along the Nanjing Road Pedestrian Street. 

Shanghai Museum（上海博物馆）             Shanghai City Planning Exhibition Hall 

（上海城市规划馆）                     

Nanjing Road Shopping Center （南京路步行街） 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATE: July 6, July 13 

 

TOTAL PRICE 

Bank transfer             30.3 Euro 

Swipe card on-site          31 Euro 

 

Please note: 

 Please indicate the name of the delegate and the trip number & date you choose 

when you transfer the money. 

 All the bank transfer feesthat may happen need to be afforded on the delegate’s 

side. 

 Swiping card on-site needs to paid an extra service fee (2.5% )to the bank. 

 

BANK ACCOUNT: 

Bank Account Name：SHANGHAI JETTOUR CO.,LTD 

Bank Name/Branch Name：BANK OF CHINA  SHANGHAI BRANCH  

Bank Address: NO 69 Liu He Road,Shanghai 

Account No.：446861758332 

Swift Code: BKCHCNBJ300 

 

 

If you have any questions about the social and cultural programs, please contact us via  

socialculture2019@163.com 

 

  

SCHEDULE 

9：00 Departure from STA Huashan Campus 

9：30-12：00 Visit Shanghai Museum 

12：00-14：00 Lunch time 

14：00-16：00 
Visit Old Shanghai Street &Shanghai City 

Planning Exhibition Hall 

16：00-16：30 
Shanghai Grand Theatre 

( External sightseeing) 

16：30 Back to STA Huashan Campus 

1. Meals are NOT included. 

2. English tour guide service is provided. 

https://wx.qq.com/cgi-bin/mmwebwx-bin/webwxcheckurl?requrl=http%3A%2F%2Fsocialculture2019%40163.com&skey=%40crypt_cf7950fe_b3276db86382e93e36dec998ce03af8b&deviceid=e996060880853307&pass_ticket=uQEovKmfgWuAdpplw%252B2BEyYq%252FkF7UL3I2mdfJbtett0wu7LkOVGTDyuGyEef7rBl&opcode=2&scene=1&username=@3998bdd30826eff2e0bea2fc2eca67c0fe9676765b882a82324c90f2b8f57caa


Trip Two 

Strolling in the Metropolitan-Modern vs. Traditional 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

Shanghai Tower is in Lujiazui (陆家嘴经贸区) Finance and Trade Zone of Pudong, 

with Shanghai World Financial Center to the east and Jin Mao Tower to the north. The 

tower ranks as China's tallest building and second only to the world at large. The foot 

print takes up 30,368 square meters (about 326,878 square feet) with floor space of 

about 576,000 square meters (about 6,200,012 square feet), with 5 basement levels, 

127 floors above ground and 5 podium floors.For tourists, a Shanghai Tower visit 

would not be completed unless including a climb to the 'Top of Shanghai Observatory', 

which is the world's highest indoor observation deck. From this height, one can enjoy 

a unique panoramic view of the Huangpu River, the Bund on the west, and several 

other skyscrapers like the Jin Mao Tower and the World Financial Center on the east 

bank. Tourists are recommended to visit the exhibition hall on floor B1 first, and then 

take the express elevator to the 118th floor directly within only 55 seconds. At last, 

see the exhibition of 'Shanghai Eye' on the 125th and 126th floors if time permits. 

 

Built in Yongle Reign of Ming Dynasty (1368 - 1644), the Old City God Temple of 

Shanghai, commonly known as Chenghuangmiao(城隍庙)  by locals, is located at 

Middle Fangbang Road, and adjoins Yu Garden in the south. With the commercial 

development, and the surrounding trade region expanding, the numbers of shopping 

centers and snack streets are increasing rapidly. As a result, today's Old City God 

Temple usually refers to an area stretching from Anren Street in the east, to Fuyou 

Road in the north and Old Xiaochang Road westward. Yu Garden, Yuyuan Bazaar, 

Old Street and Chenxiang Pavilion all belong to this zone. As well as praying, visitors 

to the Old City God Temple can watch some folk performances, can take part in 

cockfighting, special calligraphy and some other acrobatic performances. In the art 

arena there is also a gift shop. The Old City God Temple is most famous for its local 

snacks, and as such is a real kingdom of delicious food with many different kinds of 

restaurants spread along the streets. The most famous ones are Lu Bo Lang Restaurant, 

Nanxiang Small Steamed Buns, Songyue Vegetarian Restaurant and Shanghai De 

Xing Guan. If you like buns you can enjoy Mini Steamed Buns, Crab Soup Buns, 

Barbecued Pork Buns and Vegetable Buns. If you like dessert, you may have Plum 

Flower Cakes, Date Mash Cakes, Chop Rice Cakes, Black Rice Balls, Osmanthus 

Cakes and Eyebrow-like Crisps. Eight Delicacies in Hot Sauce, Shepherd's-purse 

Wonton and Crystal Shelled Shrimp are also nice choices. Noted for its national 

banquet, Lu Bo Lang had received many international guests including Queen 

Elizabeth II and former American president Bill Clinton. These snacks sites are open 

till nine o'clock. 

  



 

 

City God Temple of Shanghai(城隍庙) 

 

 
Shanghai Tower(上海中心)Lujiazui(陆家嘴经贸区) 

 

 
 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATE: July 7, July 14 

 

TOTAL PRICE 

Bank transfer      52.9 Euro 

Swipe card on-site  54.2 Euro 

 

Please note: 

 Please indicate the name of the delegate and the trip number & date you choose 

when you transfer the money. 

 All the bank transfer feesthat may happen need to be afforded on the delegate’s 

side. 

 Swiping card on-site needs to paid an extra service fee (2.5% )to the bank. 

 

BANK ACCOUNT: 

Bank Account Name：SHANGHAI JETTOUR CO.,LTD 

Bank Name/Branch Name：BANK OF CHINA  SHANGHAI BRANCH  

Bank Address: NO 69 Liu He Road,Shanghai 

Account No.：446861758332 

Swift Code: BKCHCNBJ300 

 

 

If you have any questions about the social and cultural programs, please contact us via  

socialculture2019@163.com 

  

SCHEDULE 

9：00 Departure from STA Huashan Campus 

9：30-11：00 Visit Shanghai Tower 

11：00-11：30 Go to City God Temple of Shanghai 

11：30-15：30 Free Time 

15：30-16：00 Back to STAHuashan Campus 

1. Meals are NOT included. 

2. English tour guide service is provided. 

https://wx.qq.com/cgi-bin/mmwebwx-bin/webwxcheckurl?requrl=http%3A%2F%2Fsocialculture2019%40163.com&skey=%40crypt_cf7950fe_b3276db86382e93e36dec998ce03af8b&deviceid=e996060880853307&pass_ticket=uQEovKmfgWuAdpplw%252B2BEyYq%252FkF7UL3I2mdfJbtett0wu7LkOVGTDyuGyEef7rBl&opcode=2&scene=1&username=@3998bdd30826eff2e0bea2fc2eca67c0fe9676765b882a82324c90f2b8f57caa


Trip Three  

Experience Beauty and ZeninSuzhou Garden& 

Museum 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

The Humble Administrator's Garden (拙政园) was originally built in 1509 during the 

Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). It was initially a private garden of a former government 

servant named Wang Xianchen. It was said that Wang was frustrated in his official 

career, so he intended to build a garden after retire and just do some gardening work 

like planting trees and cultivating vegetables there. He thought that was a simple life 

led by a humble man like him, hence the name of the garden. The garden was created 

upon the old relics of a residence and a Taoist temple. Water feature is the main 

background and its natural landscape includes small forests, hills and rock formations. 

It also has man-made pavilions, halls and parlors. Unlike the Grand View Garden and 

other famous gardens in Beijing, it is a representative work of the Ming Dynasty 

building style. Suzhou Museum obeys the theme of “Design for China”. It combines 

modern exhibition halls and classical gardens’ architecture together. The whole 

structure contains three floors, which include an underground floor. The central and 

western parts of the museum have a second floor. The main buildings are less than 20 

feet (6 meters) in height, and are surrounded by beautiful courtyards. Visitors will feel 

that the museum itself is like an exquisite work of art while appreciating the treasures 

and exhibits within. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Humble Administrator Garden(拙政园) 



 

 
Suzhou Museum(苏州博物馆) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suzhou Museum Collections(苏州博物馆展品) 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATE: July 6, July 13 

 

TOTAL PRICE 

Bank transfer      57.8 Euro 

Swipe card on-site  59.2 Euro 

 

Please note: 

 Please indicate the name of the delegate and the trip number & date you choose 

when you transfer the money. 

 All the bank transfer feesthat may happen need to be afforded on the delegate’s 

side. 

 Swiping card on-site needs to paid an extra service fee (2.5% )to the bank. 

 

BANK ACCOUNT: 

Bank Account Name：SHANGHAI JETTOUR CO.,LTD 

Bank Name/Branch Name：BANK OF CHINA  SHANGHAI BRANCH  

Bank Address: NO 69 Liu He Road,Shanghai 

Account No.：446861758332 

Swift Code: BKCHCNBJ300 

 

If you have any questions about the social and cultural programs, please contact us via  

socialculture2019@163.com 

  

SCHEDULE 

8:00-9：30 Departure from STA Huashan Campus 

9：30-11：00 Visit Humble Administrator Garden 

11：00-11：30 Go toPing Jiang Rd historical street 

11：30-13：30 Free Time 

13：30-15：00 Suzhou Museum 

15:30-17:00 Back to STAHuashan Campus 

1. Meals are NOT included. 

2. English tour guide service is provided. 

https://wx.qq.com/cgi-bin/mmwebwx-bin/webwxcheckurl?requrl=http%3A%2F%2Fsocialculture2019%40163.com&skey=%40crypt_cf7950fe_b3276db86382e93e36dec998ce03af8b&deviceid=e996060880853307&pass_ticket=uQEovKmfgWuAdpplw%252B2BEyYq%252FkF7UL3I2mdfJbtett0wu7LkOVGTDyuGyEef7rBl&opcode=2&scene=1&username=@3998bdd30826eff2e0bea2fc2eca67c0fe9676765b882a82324c90f2b8f57caa


Trip Four 

Wuzhen Town - Cross-border between Theater 

andInternet 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

Wuzhen Town (乌镇) is the most successful case of the combination of modern 

Chinese culture and tourism projects. As one of the top six ancient towns in the 

southern region of the Yangtze River, Wuzhen Water Town boasts more than six 

thousand years of history and has always been a fertile land with abundant rice, fish 

and silk. It preserves the ancient appearance well and oozes charm of the water town 

itself. The small town, with houses made of black bricks and gray tiles contrasting 

sharply with the white walls, making it appear like a Chinese ink wash drawing. Stone 

bridges are seen here and there. Small boats with black awnings are floating on the 

murmuring rivers. Whether wandering along the riverside or strolling in the lanes 

paved with blue flagstones, you will be deeply impressed by the picturesque scenery 

and slow lifestyle.Wuzhen is also the location of the Wuzhen Drama Festival, which 

has the characteristics of folk + drama. In addition, Wuzhen is also the seat of the 

World Internet Conference. The millennial Jiangnan town has been integrated into the 

elements of drama and internet +, creating the creative Wuzhen, the humanities 

Wuzhen and the local town of Wuzhen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Wuzhen Town (乌镇) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

World Internet Conference （世界互联网大会） 

 

 

 

 
Wuzhen Drama Festival（乌镇戏剧节） 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATE: July 7, July 14 

 

TOTAL PRICE 

Bank transfer      64.1 Euro 

Swipe card on-site  65.7 Euro 

 

Please note: 

 Please indicate the name of the delegate and the trip number & date you choose 

when you transfer the money. 

 All the bank transfer feesthat may happen need to be afforded on the delegate’s 

side. 

 Swiping card on-site needs to paid an extra service fee (2.5% )to the bank. 

 

BANK ACCOUNT: 

Bank Account Name：SHANGHAI JETTOUR CO.,LTD 

Bank Name/Branch Name：BANK OF CHINA  SHANGHAI BRANCH  

Bank Address: NO 69 Liu He Road,Shanghai 

Account No.：446861758332 

Swift Code: BKCHCNBJ300 

 

 

If you have any questions about the social and cultural programs, please contact us via  

socialculture2019@163.com 

 

  

SCHEDULE 

8:00-10：00 Departure from STA Huashan Campus 

10：00-11：30 Visit West Zha 

11：30-13：00 Lunch Time 

13：00-13：30 Go to East Zha 

13：30-15：30 Visit East Zha 

15:30-17:30 Back to STAHuashan Campus 

1. Meals are NOT included. 

2. English tour guide service is provided. 

https://wx.qq.com/cgi-bin/mmwebwx-bin/webwxcheckurl?requrl=http%3A%2F%2Fsocialculture2019%40163.com&skey=%40crypt_cf7950fe_b3276db86382e93e36dec998ce03af8b&deviceid=e996060880853307&pass_ticket=uQEovKmfgWuAdpplw%252B2BEyYq%252FkF7UL3I2mdfJbtett0wu7LkOVGTDyuGyEef7rBl&opcode=2&scene=1&username=@3998bdd30826eff2e0bea2fc2eca67c0fe9676765b882a82324c90f2b8f57caa


 

Trip Five 

Past and Future of Shikumen -Miniature of the 

Grassroots Life in Shanghai 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

The Shikumen（石库门）, or literally "stone gate" is a style of housing in Shanghai, 

China, which blended features of east and west. In the past up to 80% of the city's 

population lived in these types of houses, but today the proportion is much lower.Each 

residence is connected and arranged in straight alleys, with the entrance to each alley, 

the gate, wrapped by a stylistic stone arch. The Shikumen is a cultural blend of the 

elements found in Western architecture with traditional Lower Yangtze Chinese 

architecture and social behavior. All traditional Chinese dwellings had a courtyard, 

and the Shikumen was no exception. Yet, to compromise with its urban nature, it was 

much smaller and provided an "interior haven" to the commotions in the streets, 

allowing for raindrops to fall and vegetation to grow freely within a residence. The 

courtyard also allowed sunlight and adequate ventilation into the rooms.This style of 

housing originally developed when local developers adapted terrace houses to 

Chinese conditions. The wall was added to protect against fighting and looting during 

the Taiping rebellion, and later burglars and vandals during the social upheavals of the 

early twentieth century. By World War II, more than 80% of the population in the city 

lived in these kinds of dwellings. Many of these were hastily built and were akin to 

slums, while others were of sturdier construction and featured all modern amenities 

such as the flush toilet. 

  



 

 
Tianzifang（田子坊）: A Traditional Neighbourhood of the Local Dwelling Houses 

  



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATE: July 7, July 10, July 12 

 

TOTAL PRICE 

Bank transfer      14.1 Euro 

Swipe card on-site  14.5 Euro 

 

Please note: 

 Please indicate the name of the delegate and the trip number & date you choose 

when you transfer the money. 

 All the bank transfer feesthat may happen need to be afforded on the delegate’s 

side. 

 Swiping card on-site needs to paid an extra service fee (2.5% )to the bank. 

 

BANK ACCOUNT: 

Bank Account Name：SHANGHAI JETTOUR CO.,LTD 

Bank Name/Branch Name：BANK OF CHINA  SHANGHAI BRANCH  

Bank Address: NO 69 Liu He Road,Shanghai 

Account No.：446861758332 

Swift Code: BKCHCNBJ300 

 

 

If you have any questions about the social and cultural programs, please contact us via  

socialculture2019@163.com 

  

SCHEDULE 

18:30-19：00 Departure from STA Huashan Campus 

19：00-21：00 Visit Tianzifang 

21：00 Back to STAHuashan Campus 

1. Meals are NOT included. 

2. English tour guide service is provided. 

https://wx.qq.com/cgi-bin/mmwebwx-bin/webwxcheckurl?requrl=http%3A%2F%2Fsocialculture2019%40163.com&skey=%40crypt_cf7950fe_b3276db86382e93e36dec998ce03af8b&deviceid=e996060880853307&pass_ticket=uQEovKmfgWuAdpplw%252B2BEyYq%252FkF7UL3I2mdfJbtett0wu7LkOVGTDyuGyEef7rBl&opcode=2&scene=1&username=@3998bdd30826eff2e0bea2fc2eca67c0fe9676765b882a82324c90f2b8f57caa


Trip Six 

Another Face -Nightlife in Shanghai 

INTRODUCTION: 

Modern and old. Xintiandi(新天地) covers an area of 30,000 square meters and a 

building area of 60,000 square meters. The exterior of the Shikumen(石库门) 

complex retains the brick walls, roof tiles, and Shikumen of the year, and it seems to 

be back in time, in the 1920s. However, within each building, it is tailor-made 

according to the lifestyle, life rhythm and emotional world of modern urbanites in the 

21st century, becoming an international gallery, fashion store, theme restaurant, coffee 

bar. The petty bourgeoisie and the Haipai(海派) have created Shanghai's unique urban 

culture, and the old buildings under the neon show the Shanghai's time and memory. 

 

 

Xintiandi(新天地) 

 
Shikumen（石库门） 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATE: July 9, July 11, July 13 

 

TOTAL PRICE 

Bank transfer      14.1 Euro 

Swipe card on-site  14.5 Euro 

 

Please note: 

 Please indicate the name of the delegate and the trip number & date you choose 

when you transfer the money. 

 All the bank transfer feesthat may happen need to be afforded on the delegate’s 

side. 

 Swiping card on-site needs to paid an extra service fee (2.5% )to the bank. 

 

BANK ACCOUNT: 

Bank Account Name：SHANGHAI JETTOUR CO.,LTD 

Bank Name/Branch Name：BANK OF CHINA  SHANGHAI BRANCH  

Bank Address: NO 69 Liu He Road,Shanghai 

Account No.：446861758332 

Swift Code: BKCHCNBJ300 

 

 

If you have any questions about the social and cultural programs, please contact us via  

socialculture2019@163.com 

  

SCHEDULE 

18:30-19：00 Departure from STA Huashan Campus 

19：00-21：00 VisitXintiandi 

21：00 Back to STAHuashan Campus 

1. Meals are NOT included. 

2. English tour guide service is provided. 

https://wx.qq.com/cgi-bin/mmwebwx-bin/webwxcheckurl?requrl=http%3A%2F%2Fsocialculture2019%40163.com&skey=%40crypt_cf7950fe_b3276db86382e93e36dec998ce03af8b&deviceid=e996060880853307&pass_ticket=uQEovKmfgWuAdpplw%252B2BEyYq%252FkF7UL3I2mdfJbtett0wu7LkOVGTDyuGyEef7rBl&opcode=2&scene=1&username=@3998bdd30826eff2e0bea2fc2eca67c0fe9676765b882a82324c90f2b8f57caa


Trip Seven 

Shanghai Development-from 1930 to2010 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

The China Art Museum (中华艺术宫) is a Chinese national pavilion at the 2010 

Shanghai World Expo. It was opened on 1
st
 October ,2012 and is a symbol of China's 

modern industrialization. In the Palace of Chinese Art, there are currently popular 

Tibetan Thangka paintings showing colorful Tibetan paintings, and some 

pre-liberation paintings and artworks give people a sense of art. Then take the boat 

from the old pier and enjoy the Shanghai Foreign Architecture Expo from the 

perspective of the river. It is a symbol of the Shanghai concession period in the 1930s. 

Different sensory stimuli and different city dimensions bring you a brand new 

Shanghai. 

 

China Art Museum(中华艺术宫)       East Pearl TV Tower (东方明珠电视塔) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Bund(外滩)  



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATE: July 7, July 13 

 

TOTAL PRICE 

Bank transfer      41.6 Euro 

Swipe card on-site  42.6 Euro 

 

Please note: 

 Please indicate the name of the delegate and the trip number & date you choose 

when you transfer the money. 

 All the bank transfer feesthat may happen need to be afforded on the delegate’s 

side. 

 Swiping card on-site needs to paid an extra service fee (2.5% )to the bank. 

 

BANK ACCOUNT: 

Bank Account Name：SHANGHAI JETTOUR CO.,LTD 

Bank Name/Branch Name：BANK OF CHINA  SHANGHAI BRANCH  

Bank Address: NO 69 Liu He Road,Shanghai 

Account No.：446861758332 

Swift Code: BKCHCNBJ300 

 

If you have any questions about the social and cultural programs, please contact us via  

socialculture2019@163.com 

SCHEDULE 

09:30 Departure from STA Huashan Campus 

10:  00-12:00 VisitChina Art Museum 

12：00-14:00 Go to Bund/ free time 

14：00-16:30 Huangpu River Cruise 

16:  00-16:30 Back to STAHuashan Campus 

1. Tickets for the China Art Museum and  Huangpu River Cruise are 

included. 

2. Some shows inside the China Art Museum may charge extra tickets, 

which needs to be paid by yourself. 

3. Meals are NOT included. 

4. English tour guide service is provided. 

https://wx.qq.com/cgi-bin/mmwebwx-bin/webwxcheckurl?requrl=http%3A%2F%2Fsocialculture2019%40163.com&skey=%40crypt_cf7950fe_b3276db86382e93e36dec998ce03af8b&deviceid=e996060880853307&pass_ticket=uQEovKmfgWuAdpplw%252B2BEyYq%252FkF7UL3I2mdfJbtett0wu7LkOVGTDyuGyEef7rBl&opcode=2&scene=1&username=@3998bdd30826eff2e0bea2fc2eca67c0fe9676765b882a82324c90f2b8f57caa

